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Abstract: We live in a big data age where huge volumes of information are generated, collected, and managed to add
value to our daily lives. Today, farmers are deploying enormous amounts of data generated by interconnected devices
to get an overall understanding of their farms. If tractors transformed farming in the middle ages, the evolution of big
data is revolutionizing the agriculture industry in our time. The big data revolution is modernizing the farming
industry at a pace we have never witnessed. This paper provides a brief introduction big data in agriculture.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Agriculture is going through a digital revolution. Increasing agricultural production to feed a growing worldwide
population in an environmentally sustainable way is a major challenge of the 21st century. The global population is
growing exponentially, while the total land available for agriculture is reducing daily. There is widespread concern that
agricultural inputs may have detrimental impacts on human health and environmental quality. For example, pesticides
have adverse affect on human health, while fertilizers applied on farms can degrade environmental quality [1].
New technologies such as the Internet of things and cloud computing are supposed to help farming by
introducing more robots and artificial intelligence in farming. This is encompassed by the phenomenon of big data,
massive volumes of data that can be captured, analyzed, and used for decision-making [2]. Agricultural information is
important to the World Food Organization, governments, food traders, and farm managers. Big data sources include
weather, market data, and benchmarks with other farms.
II. BIG DATA
Big data (BD) describes the large volume of data sets obtained from various sources such as social media, sensors, public
data, transactions, and data warehouse appliances. Big data in agriculture often refers to the massive amount of data
generated in agricultural practices. Modern farming practices are intensely data-driven. Data collected from commercial
farmers is inherently huge, multidimensional, noisy, and heterogeneous. The amount of data can exceed PetaBytes. It
requires computational intensive processing and management, which is a challenging task over traditional
methodologies. This may require a new hardware and software platform with tools and techniques [3].
Originally, big data was defined to have only three basic properties [4]: volume, velocity and variety. This has
been improved to include veracity and value. So we now characterize BD by the 5Vs: volume, velocity, variety,
veracity, and value, as shown in Figure [5].
 Volume: This refers to the size of the data being generated both inside and outside organizations and is
increasing annually. The sources may include text, audio, video, images, social networking, medical data,
weather forecasting, etc. Big data refers to data sets of extreme size (e.g. exabytes, zettabytes) which are
beyond the capability of the commonly used software tools.
 Velocity: This refers to the speed at which data is generated by Internet users, mobile users, social media, etc.
Data are generated and processed in a fast way to extract useful, relevant information. Big data could be
analyzed in real time, and it has movement and velocity.
 Variety: This refers to the fact that big data originates from heterogeneous sources and is in different formats
(e.g., videos, text, logs). BD comprises of structured, semi-structured or unstructured data. Structured data (such
as bank transactions) is easy to analyze and validate using structured Queries. Unstructured data (such as
email, text, images, etc. originating from social networking sites) is difficult to handle. Most data is
unstructured. Keep in mind that what is structured or unstructured is not the formatting but the content of the
document.
 Veracity: By this, we mean the truthfulness of data, i.e. whether the data comes from a reputable, trustworthy,
authentic, and accountable source. It suggests the inconsistency in the quality of different sources of big data.
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The data may not be 100% correct. In other words, how certain are we about the data? How good and clean is
the data for performing analysis? Is the data from a reputable and trustworthy origin? The more data we
accumulate, the harder it becomes to keep everything correct and consistent.
 Value: This is the most important aspect of the big data. It is the desired outcome of big data processing. It
refers to the process of discovering hidden values from large datasets. It denotes the value derived from the
analysis of the existing data. If one cannot extract some business value from the data, there is no use managing
and storing it.
Another relevant “V” could be visualization, indicating the need of presenting complex data structures in an
easy-to-understand manner. To convert big data into actionable information requires big data analytics, which is the
process of examining the data sets to uncover hidden patterns, unknown correlations, market trends, and other useful
business information [6]. This will hopefully allow making decisions in a faster and more accurate manner.
III. TYPES OF AGRICULTURE DATA
Typically precision agriculture dataset refers to the following data types [3]: (1) Historical Data: It includes, soil testing,
weather conditions, GIS data, and labor data; (2) Agricultural equipment’s data: It includes data collected from remote
sensing devices; (3) Social and Web Based Data: It includes agricultural websites and blogs, social media groups;(4)
Streamed Data: It includes data from drones, aircraft’s, wireless sensors, smart phones, security surveillance’s; and (5)
Business, Industries and External Data: The data from billing and scheduling systems.
IV. APPLICATIONS OF BD IN AGRICULTURE
Although big data analysis has been applied in various industries, it has not yet been widely applied in agriculture. Big
data holds enormous promise for farmers. Its applications include crop identification, accurate crop predictions,
automated farming or precision agriculture, and food security estimations [7]. Analytics looking forward and backward
can assist in determining the best crops to plant. Weather forecasting can benefit from big data analytics.
V. BENEFITS
Big data has been a major driver of progress in precise agriculture or smart farming.
The analysis of big data will enable farmers to extract value from it, improving their decision-making and
productivity. Big data enables weather forecasting and provides information about parameters such as seed varieties and
fertilizers. The insights offered from big data will provide farmers with effective, long lasting solutions and enable them
harvest their yields at the right time. It enables them to see the big picture as they have never seen it before. It can help
farmers make decisions that will increase yields and deliver safe, nutritious food to the society, which will enable all
people to have sufficient access to safe and nutritious food.
Big data is the main underlying technology for precision agriculture, which uses GPS technology and enables a
farmer to locate their vehicular positions on the field. The predictive analytic framework can be applied to evaluate big
data to enhance decision making for livestock production, health, and welfare [8].
VI. CHALLENGES
Although big data analysis has successful been applied in agriculture, it has created some problems too. One of the
biggest challenges of big data is ensuring privacy and security. Another challenge is determining who retains ownership
of the data generated by John Deere’s agricultural tractors, which are proprietary [9]. As a data-driven industry, it is
crucial to determine who owns the data, how can they use it, and what does that mean for competition. The collection,
management, and analysis of agriculture big data are cumbersome and frequently resource intensive.
Some are concerned that data may fall into the wrong hands such competitors and intruders. Being a new trend,
big data must be used according to the highest ethical standard in order to ensure user confidence. Consumers and
farmers should be able to trust the data and how it is being collected should be transparent. Big data analytics is an
expensive tool which only big farmers can afford.
VII. CONCLUSION
Big data (BD) technology is a popular term that is commonly used in many fields such as social platform, e-commerce,
financial analysis, and agriculture. Big data analytics provides a new insight that is needed to improve yield productivity
and avoid unnecessary costs related to the use of pesticide and fertilizers. Big data in conjunction with newly emerging
technologies such as the Internet of things, cloud computing, and data mining can revolutionize farming, reduce scarcity,
and drastically increase food supply.
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Big data will drastically affect many aspects of the agricultural industry. It is regarded as the key to the future
of increased food production and sustainable agriculture [10]
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Figure 1 The 5V of big data [5].
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